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The Dog Anatomy is a comprehensive reference tool covering the skeletal system, muscular
system, joints & ligaments, and the 10 major organ systems of the dog. This set consists of 47 flash
cards.
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These flashcards are an excellent aid to learning anatomy. They are a convenient size ideal for
keeping in your bag and studying while travelling to and from college. Each card contains a view
which has all the necessary information which can then be flipped over to show the diagram with
blank spaces. Such a simple idea yet so effective in studying such a complex subject. Both the cat
and dog series are well-priced and an essential study aide to any veterinary or animal science
student.

Great product! I would suggest these to anyone who is learning carnivore anatomy. The only
downfall is that I noticed not everything is labeled on the flash cards. For example, the stifle joint,
although there are two separate cards for this topic, the lateral/medial femoropatellar ligament is not
labeled. Neither is the cranial fibular ligament, but the caudal fibulgar ligament IS labeled?? Not sure
about the reasoning for that. Also, if you are a veterinary student, the number of vertebrae is listed
for the cat, dog, human, and horse - but the pig and ruminant is left out.These cards have a lot of
information and are VERY helpful, but they are still lacking information. However, just get your pen

out and label what is missing by yourself! I added all sorts of notes to these flashcards and it has
been a tremendous help.I would suggest these to anyone - they are far easier (and lighter!) to carry
around in your bag instead of a heavy anatomy book.

I am a DVM student. I bought theses cards to help learn the massive amount of structures
necessary for anatomy. I, like other reviewers, found that there was way to much info on each card.
I can get a picture with every muscle labeled on it in my dissection guide. I was looking for
something that would help to quiz myself by having one or two structures per card. Also I found that
the terminology used on the cards is not current with the standard veterinary nomina anatomica.
Save your money, these cards aren't worth your time unless you need a very very basic overview.

I am a certified animal massage therapist and I think these cards are great. They are concise and
accurate and the diagrams on each card are beautiful. I would highly recommend them for anyone
that wants to know more about the anatomy of a dog. They're great!!

Nice Graphics :) A nice learning tool for the young want- to- be Veterinarians in your house,(or
family )I bought as a gift for my niece, who yes wants to be a Veterinarian :) She loved the cards
,and would love to get other animals in flash cards .:)Bryan Edwards, does has other animals flash
card set.

These notecards are moderately helpful; I had to write in more details that they lacked.

Awesome, love it, you can color the pictures which helps you study and remember the parts of
anatomy, highly recommend this book for vet tech school!!!

I bought them to get a few basis of canine anatomy before following a canine first aid course.These
cards are very well done one side you have the drawing with the names on the other side just the
drawing for revising .
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